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The Knight And The Dragon
Star Wars: Batu In-World Fairytales Book
Retells the segment from Spenser's "The Faerie Queene, in which George, the Red
Cross Knight, slays the dreadful dragon that has been terrorizing the countryside for
years and brings peace and joy to the land.
A knight is on a mission: to find and slay a dragon. The other knights have told him that
there's no such thing as dragons, but he doesn't care. For he has a map, and the map
says: "HERE BE DRAGONS!" He travels right to the spot marked ‘X’, past treasure,
suspicious bones, and many signs telling him to turn back. He wanders up and down a
huge, spiky hill (the dragon's back) shouts into a burrow (the dragon's nose) and
eventually walks into a cave (the dragon's mouth)… Will the hapless knight see the
dragon before it's too late?! Young readers will love spotting the dragon in the
background in this laugh-out-loud story from the author of This Book Can Read Your
Mind.
Little Knight is scared of fierce knight-eating dragons and Little Dragon is scared of
dangerous dragon-slaying knights ...But one stormy night they both make a wonderful
discovery...
A legend of the Hougue Bie de Hambie, in the island of Jersey.
A tea party story was written for children to enjoy with triangle sandwiches, yummy
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cakes, and tea. Journey through the Kingdom with Manchu, the Dragon, and Edmund,
the Knight. Learn how to make friends and help save the Princess! Coloring pages are
included so you can join in the fun.
Age Level: 4 to 8 | Grade Level: K to 4 What's a knight's greatest power? Stories, of
course! From the beloved author/illustrator team behind The Snatchabookcomes the
ultimate storytime book about castles, knights, dragons, and the power of stories! Even
dragons love a good story... Leo was a gentle knight in thought and word and deed.
While other knights liked fighting, Leo liked to sit and read... When Leo's mom and dad
pack him off to fight a dragon, he takes a shield, a sword--and a pile of his favorite
books. But can a story be as mighty as a sword? This delightful rhyming story about
books and the joy of reading is also perfect for kids who love dragon books,
adventures, brave knights, and books about castles! An Autumn 2016 Kids Indie Next
Pick A 2017-2018 SSYRA Jr. List Title Praise for The Snatchabook: #1 Indie Next Pick
"I dare you to try to read The Snatch-a-book silently to yourself. You can't do it. The
book is so wonderful it demands to be read out loud. And besides, if you didn't read the
book out loud, how would the Snatch-a-book hear it?"--Caldecott Medalist Brian
Selznick "This ever-so-sweet story begs to be read out loud."--Booklist "The gorgeous
illustrations are a perfect match for the lively text. This book is a fabulous fit for both
storytime and one-on-one reading. Children will be begging for this book to be read to
them every night-clever ones will claim they want to keep the Snatchabook
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happy."--School Library Journal "The husband-and-wife team of the Dochertys have a
winner in this heartwarming tribute to the essential role of bedtime reading in the lives
of families."--Publishers Weekly "The story is sweet and the illustrations
darling."--Kirkus "This whodunit with an uplifting ending will appeal to fans of How the
Grinch Stole Christmas! . . . [it] celebrates bedtime reading as a ritual to be revered,
and features a thief who merely wants to share in the fun."--Shelf Awareness Pro
A case of mistaken identity allows two sworn enemies—a young dragon and knight—to
become friends. But what will they do when they discover the truth? The Dragon and
the Nibblesome Knight is a funny, rhyming read-aloud picture book illustrated by Benji
Davies, of The Storm Whale. - GODWIN BOOKS What happens when a sheepish knight and a not-so-fierce dragon fight for the very first
time? Well, it's no ordinary battle since the knight has to go to the castle library to learn
about dragon-fighting and the dragon must dig through his ancestor's things to find out
how to fight a knight! "Spontaneity of line and feeling are backed by zesty colors and a
jovial, tongue-in-cheek tone to which children can relate—a top springtime choice."
—Booklist "There's a swirl of good-humored life to the book." —The New York Times
Book Review
A toy boat gets separated from its owner and has an adventure on the high seas.
Knights, dragons, and princesses are the things all good fairytales are made of, but
what happens when the tale has a modern day ending? Follow Cedric on his journey
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from his days on a humble pumpkin farm to the adventures that lead him to become a
full-fledged knight. Once a knight, discover how he uses his cleverness and courage to
vanquish a fire-breathing dragon and rescue a beautiful prince and princess. It is only
then does Sir Cedric face his most difficult challenge. Will he follow his heart, and prove
that sometimes the bravest thing you can do is choose for yourself how your fairytale
ends?
This story with audio is ideal for fans of the hit show Mike the Knight! A knight-intraining like Mike needs loyal, fun, adventurous friends….and that’s just what he has in
his best friends Sparkie and Squirt! This story includes audio and is perfect for Mike’s
youngest fans. © 2013 Hit (MTK) Limited. Mike the Knight™ and logo and Be a Knight,
Do It Right!™ are trademarks of Hit (MTK) Limited.
We all know that “there was an old lady” who swallowed lots of things. Now meet the
old dragon who swallows pretty much an entire kingdom! Will he ever learn a little
moderation?! This rollicking rhyme is full to bursting with sight gags, silly characters,
and plenty of burps! Parents and kids alike will delight in Ben Mantle’s precisely funny
illustrations and in Penny Parker Klostermann’s wacky rhymes. "Klostermann's debut
is a rollicking and warped Medieval take on the well-worn cumulative rhyme. Prolific
British animator and illustrator Mantle's expressive and bright cartoon illustrations of the
red, horned dragon (and the contents of his stomach) are a perfect match. . . . No
matter how many swallowed-fly titles you own, this one belongs on your shelf too." Page 4/12
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Kirkus
A knight who has never fought a dragon and an equally inexperienced dragon prepare
to meet each other in battle.
Small Knight goes looking for a dragon even though he is afraid to find one. Small
Knight finds a dragon hiding in the bushes and takes it home to become his friend.
Forming an unlikely friendship based on their mutual enjoyment of baking, a knight and
dragon find a creative solution to avoid participating in a customary duel with each
other.
The much-heralded Good Knight is back-only this time his three little dragon friends are sick in
bed. Their scaly foreheads are hot and their noses are drip-drip-dripping. They feel awful. The
Good Knight comes to the rescue again! He brings them some slimy, grimy soup from the
wizard to make them feel better. But the dragons wont touch it. What is a Good Knight to do?
A brave little knight realizes that the best way to tame a beast is to find the source of its pain.
In a curious kingdom built on top of a forest lives a little knight. His life is carefree. During the
day, he has fun training flies. At night, he relaxes in a hammock, befriending the bats. But one
day the village falls under the shadow of a dragon and our hero must set off to fight the
fearsome beast. When he finds the dragon, however, the little knight sees that what's needed
to save the day is a dose of kindness. This third installment in the Little Knight series is a
charming and witty tale with timely themes of friendship and compassion. The wonderful
scenes depicted by Genevive Desprs are full of humorous details to pull readers into the
story.
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Through no fault of his own, the once human Jim Eckert had become a dragon. Unfortunately,
his beloved Angie had remained human. But in this magical land anything could happen. To
make matter worse, Angie had been taken prisoner by an evil dragon and was held captive in
the impenetrable Loathly Tower. So in this land where humans were edible and beasts were
magical--where spells worked and logic didn't--Jim Eckert had a big, strange problem.
Knight Sir Louis, champion knight at Castle Sideways, has been sent on another important
mission - he must face the dastardly, double-headed dragon, Borax! And his mission isn't
made any easier with the tricksy jester Merry-Jingles trying to steal his thunder. Things are
about to get hot, then hotter, then boiling ... Luckily, Louis has great friends who can help - a
flying robot horse, Clunkalot, an adventurous boar called Catalogue, and Pearlin, the brilliant
wizentor. That's bound to help, right? The second adventure in the hilarious series about
Knight Sir Louis, including lots of different storytelling, fabulous comic strip illustrations and lots
and lots of jokes! ______________ 'I love this book SO much! Mr Gum levels of weird and
brilliant' - Jo Nadin
Gordon R. Dickson has entertained readers for over two decades with his tales of Jim Eckert.
Now the Dragon Knight must confront the three disas-ters that lie in wait for any visitor to the
English Middle Ages: war, plague, and Plantagenets. The plague is caused by a covert
invasion of shapechanging goblins who seek to take over the world. Meanwhile, Eckerts castle
is invaded by Plantagenets: Edward III, his son Edward The Black Prince, and Joan, the Fair
Maid of Kent. Against the background of a full-scale human-versus-goblin war, these worthies
move in a swirl of intrigue and dynastic tension.
All of your favorite fairy tale characters come together in this original pop-up masterpiece, from
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expert craftsman Robert Sabuda. In this brand-new pop-up adventure, a Dragon and a Knight
race through a fairy tale treasury, visiting the worlds of all of your favorite stories—from
Rapunzel to Aladdin, to Cinderella, The Three Little Pigs, and more! With characters who
literally pop right off the pages, this tour de force will have readers young and old speeding
through the book to see just how this chase will end! Robert Sabuda has created a unique popup experience, bringing readers into a story via a 3-D journey. It’s a true masterpiece from the
master!
Brave knights, fire-breathing dragons, and underwear -- every kid's favorite things in one book
illustrated by #1 New York Times bestselling artist Pete Oswald! Cole's wish comes true when
he becomes an Assistant Knight to Sir Percival, his favorite Knight of King Arthur's Round
Table. Cole learns how to ride a horse, swing a sword, cheer for Sir Percival when he goes to
battle, and bandage his boo-boos when the battle is over. Cole loves practicing every skill a
Knight-in-Training must master and he is determined to be granted knighthood. Sir Percival is
a great knight in every way, except for one thing: He is terrified that an Underwear Dragon will
come and destroy the kingdom. But when the unthinkable happens, Cole is the only knight left
standing (and just an assistant knight at that!) Cole must use all of his newly acquired skills to
battle the fearsome dragon and avoid a catastrophe. Luckily, an unfortunate underwear mishap
changes everything and Cole triumphs in this hilarious and triumphant tale! Kids will recognize
themselves in our pint-sized hero.
War is coming for the dragon knights…but love may find them first. A chance meeting with a
young male dragon seals the fate of one adventurous female poacher. The dragon’s partner, a
ruggedly handsome knight named Gareth, takes one look at the shapely woman and decides
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to do a little poaching of his own. Sir Gareth both seduces and falls deeply in love with the girl
who is not only unafraid of dragons but also possesses a rare gift—she can hear the beasts’
silent speech. He wants her for his mate, but mating with a knight is no simple thing. To accept
a knight, a woman must also accept the dragon, the dragon’s mate…and her knight, Lars, too.
She is at first shocked, then intrigued by the lusty life in the Lair. But war is in the making and
only the knights and dragons have a chance at ending it before it destroys their land and their
lives. Note: Contains dragons, their sexy knights and a damsel who is not quite in distress.
Sizzling hot m/f/m scenes may leave you breathing fire. The Dragon Knights series contains:
Daughters of the Dragon 1. Maiden Flight 2. Border Lair 3. The Ice Dragon 4. Prince of Spies
The Novellas 5. The Dragon Healer (novella) 6. Master at Arms (novella) 7 Wings of Change
(novella) Sons of Draconia 8. FireDrake 9. Dragon Storm 10. Keeper of the Flame 11. Hidden
Dragons The Sea Captain’s Daughter Trilogy 12. Sea Dragon 13. Dragon Fire 14. Dragon
Mates 15. The Captain’s Dragon

Georgie is afraid of the night. It's too dark with the lights off. Too quiet with everyone
asleep. And being alone makes everything worse. The dragon is afraid of the knight.
After all, the knight carries a heavy sword, and he always wants to fight. The dragon
knows just what to do to help Georgie overcome his fear, and the two set off on a
unforgettable magical adventure. But when the morning comes, the dragon is still afraid
of the knight. How can Georgie help his friend? With kindness and empathy--and a little
creativity--maybe Georgie can work some magic of his own. J. R. Krause, an awardwinning animator of The Simpsons and Futurama, has created a visually stunning story
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with incredible emotional depth, which addresses the needs of children to express their
feelings and be received with kindness and empathy.
It's snowing in Glendragon! What does a knight need to do to tempt Sparkie and Squirt
into a wonderful wintry adventure. The dragons are about to find out! Be a knight, do it
right! Praise for the series - "A real crowd-pleaser for little ones: knights, dragons,
princesses and magic." The Bookseller "Meet Mikeis a great introduction to the series if
you haven't already encountered it on TV... glossy and nicely presented with plenty of
pages and content to keep young Mike fans happy." Read it Daddy
Nickelodeon's Nella the Princess Knight and her friends Trinket and Sir Garret are
afraid of a grumpy dragon. Could it be he only needs some company--and a little
mouthwash? Boys and girls ages 3 to 7 will love this exciting storybook. Join
Nickelodeon's Nella the Princess Knight for adventures in a fairytale filled dragons,
unicorns, and forests of furry friends. With every new journey, Nella proves that little
girls can be princesses and knights, pretty and powerful, fabulous and fierce. This
Nickelodeon read-along contains audio narration.
A vain knight takes a long time getting ready, with help from his squire, to save the
princess from a dragon.
A small blacksmith, in love with the local princess, attempts to defeat a dragon and
solve three riddles to prove himself worthy.
THE KNIGHT AND...THE DRAGONBran is tired of living a life of blood and violence.
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After decades of serving his king on the battlefield, he wants the peaceful, violence-free
life he has earned. When the king refuses to grant him freedom, Bran volunteers to go
slay a deadly dragon-with every intention of dying alongside it.THE STATUEGrey has
always kept to himself, so solitary and strange he is named after the mist-filled valley
where he was found as a child. But he longs for things he cannot have - like Dunstan, a
beautiful, young mage far out of reach. Then he learns Dunstan's family is being
tormented by mercenaries, and Dunstan himself turned to stone-and Grey and his
strange past are their only hope for rescue.THE PRINCEAll Victor wants is to be taken
seriously by his so-called peers, who constantly bully him for his fussy ways and his
close relationship to the throne. Then he rescues a foreign prince being chased by
assassins, and finds himself swept into a strange world that feels more like home than
anywhere he's ever been...
In this brand-new original Sabuda story, two characters - a Dragon and a Knight - race
through a book of Fairy Tales... each spread shows a different classic story, from Snow
White to Cinderella, Rapunzel to Little Red Riding Hood and Aladdin. With characters
who literally pop right off the page, this tour de force will have readers young and old
racing through the book to see just how this chase will end!
"Nick the Knight wants to fight a dragon. But what if the dragon doesn't want to fight
him?" -- Page [4] of cover.
Gordon R. Dickson continues his acclaimed saga of a twentieth-century American transformed
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into a Dragon Knight - and transported into a fantastic medieval adventure! The Dragon
Knight's journey to the Holy Land is supposed to be a simple quest...but pirates, sea giants,
and the legendary Djinn threaten to make his voyage the most dangerous odyssey known to
man - and dragon.
Ned the knight ALWAYS does exactly what he's told. When his parents ask him to pick up his
toys, dig up the cabbages or go to bed on time, he does it all with a smile. And when the
dragon swoops into town every night, he always runs inside just as he's asked. But one
morning, instead of saying,"yes," he says, "NO!" He will NOT help his dad find his shield, his
arrow or his bow, and he will certainly NOT let the butcher go past. That night, he refuses to go
inside, and in doing so he confronts the dragon, making a very unlikely friend . . . A perfect
picture book for toddlers just learning their first words, especially when they turns out to be 'No!'.
"A forgetful narrator tries to tell the tale of a knight's duel with a dragon, and remembers a very
important thing along the way"-The dragon is not what it seems. Aten has been prepared for his entire life to take on the
dragon that plagued his village of Pallas after countless predecessors failed. It seems his only
purpose was to defeat the dragon. But when he finally confronts the dragon, he finds it's
nothing like he imagined. Can he keep the vow to his village and slay the so-called "dragon"
that has been hurting the people of his hometown, or refuse and take on the consequences of
his revenge-hungry village?
The Dragon Knight is the second book of Gordon R. Dickson's Dragon Knight series. The
novel begins five months after the battle at Loathly Tower which took place in The Dragon and
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The George.
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